The ZOOM H2n Handy Recorder wins the 28th TEC Award for Recording Devices

The ZOOM H2n Handy Recorder won the award for outstanding technical achievement in the recording devices category at the 28th Annual TEC Awards Ceremony. The TEC awards were given during the NAMM Show, which is the world’s largest musical equipment trade show, held in Anaheim, California in January 2013.

The TEC Awards (Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards) are given to the most outstanding products in the audio technology field as chosen by professionals around the world through online voting. The ZOOM H2n Handy Recorder received this award because it was evaluated as the very best product in the recording device category for the 2012 eligibility period.

The ZOOM H2n includes both mid-side mics that allow the stereo width to be adjusted and XY mics that capture outstanding stereo images. This revolutionary recorder can also be used for four-channel surround recording. The TEC Awards are internationally respected in the audio industry. Winning one is proof that professionals around the world recognize the high quality and performance of the H2n as a recording device.

For details about the 28th Annual TEC Awards, visit the following web site.
http://tecfoundation.com/tec/12winners.html